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USER INFORMATION
Refer to the product label/markings for detailed information on the corresponding standards. Only standards and icons that appear 
on both the product and the user information below are applicable. All these products comply with the requirements of Regulation (EU 
2016/425).
Download declaration of conformity @ www.portwest.com/declarations

PLEASE READ THIS MANUAL CAREFULLY BEFORE USING
I. DESCRIPTION
Auto-darkening Welding Helmets are designed to protect eyes and face from spark, spatter, and harmful radiation under normal 
welding conditions. The auto-darkening filters automatically change from dark to light state when welding arc disappears.
PW65 Bizweld Plus Welding Helmet is composed as follow:
-  Welder Face Shield / Helmet ( code: PW65H) - certified under EN 175: 1997
-  Auto-darkening filter (code: PW65F) - certified according to EN 379: 2009
-  Outer protective lens (code PW66) - certified according EN 166: 2001
RISK ASSESSMENT WARNINGS:
1.  Auto-darkening Welding Helmet PW65 does not protect against severe impact hazards, such as fractured grinding wheels or  
 abrasive discs, explosive devices or corrosive liquids. Machine guards or eye splash protection must be used when these hazards  
 are present.
2.  The auto-darkening welding filters are designed for arc welding or cutting applications. The unit is suitable for all arc welding  
 processes such as MIG, MAG, TIG, SMAW, Plasma Arc and Carbon Arc.
3.  This product material will become aging over time, like burst damage, this product will not be able to have effective protection  
 after the situation appeared, users should immediately stop using it.
4.  Never place the helmet and auto-darkening filter on a hot surface.
5.  Should this helmet not darken upon striking an arc, stop welding immediately and contact your supervisor or your dealer.
6.  Clean the filters’ surfaces regularly; Do not use strong cleaning solutions. Always keep sensors and solar cells free from the dust  
 and clean it using a clean lint-free tissue/cloth.
7.  Materials which may come into contact with wearer’s skin could cause allergic reactions to susceptible individuals.
8.  This product cannot be used for over-head position welding or look up cutting welding. If this product is used for over-head  
 welding or look up cutting operation, the molten metal drop may burn through filters and injury and welder.
9.  If the filter or helmet is broken, users need to stop using immediately. Splash slag may damage the surface of the filter and the  
 user’s skin or even more serious accidents.
11.  Non-standard operation may cause damage to the user’s body and even cause all kind of diseases.
12.  Please inspect the filter before each use, once appear the function and appearance is not qualified, please stop using immediately.
13.  Please don’t put this product under the sun exposure.
14.  Exceeding the service life (insufficient protection); check the eye-protector before each use, for damage and life-time.
15.  Using an eye-protector without filtering action against optical radiation (damage to the eyes); check before each use, that the  
 eye-protector has the necessary scale number, in case of doubt check with the health and safety representative, otherwise the  
 protection cannot be guaranteed.
16.  Using the product against splashes (insufficient protection); always check that you are given the proper protection, in case of  
 doubt check with the health and safety representative.
17. Using the product against large dust particles (injury, accident); The eye protection device must only be used for the work  
 described in the instructions for use. Any deviation from the instructions may cause injury or accidents.
18.  Use of damaged products (insufficient protection); check the eye-protector before each use, for damage and life-time.
19.  Improper use of the eye-protector (injury, accident); The eye protection device must only be used for the work described in the  
 instructions for use. Any deviation from the instructions may cause injury or accidents.
20.  The auto-darkening welding filter should always be used with original inner and outer cover lenses.
21.  The Manufacturer is not responsible for any failure due to modifications to the welding filter or the use of component parts  
 different from original parts.
MARKING OF THE WELDER FACE SHIELD / HELMET ( CODE: PW65H) - ACCORDING TO EN 175: 1997
PW EN 175 F CE  PW = Manufacturer identification  EN 175= Testing standard
F= Protection against high-speed particles 45m/s CE: CE marking
MARKING OF THE AUTO-DARKENING FILTER (CODE: PW65F) ACCORDING TO EN 379: 2009
4/9-13 PW 1/1/1/2/379 CE  4 =Light state  9-13 =Dark states (adjustable) PW =Manufacturer identification  
1 = optical class, 1 = diffusion of light class, 1 = homogeneity class, 2 = angle dependence class 379 = Testing standard CE: CE 
marking
MARKING OF THE OUTER PROTECTIVE LENS (CODE PW66) - ACCORDING TO EN 166: 2001
PW 1 S CE PW = Manufacturer identification 1= Optical class S= Increased robustness CE: CE marking
WARNINGS:
- If the symbols F and B are not common to both the ocular and the frame then it is the lower level which shall be assigned to the 
complete eye-protector. warning that If the symbols F and B are not common to both the ocular and the frame then it is the lower 
level which shall be assigned to the complete eye-protector.
- Eye protectors against high speed particles worn over standard ophthalmic spectacles may transmit impact, thus creating a hazard 
to the wearer.
- If protection against high speed particles at extremes of temperature is required then the selected eye-protector should be marked 
with the letter T immediately after the impact letter, i.e. FT, BT or AT. If the impact letter is not followed by the letter T then the eye 
protector shall only be used against high speed particles at room temperature.- 
- ADF shall only be used in conjunction with a suitable backing ocular
II. PRODUCT FEATURES
1.  Outside sensitivity switching knob can make operators feel more convenient while operating.
2.  The helmet uses high performance solar cell as power supply and has 2 built-in 3V lithium batteries as power back-up. The battery  
 life is raised to a new limit and no change of battery is required. Under normal welding conditions, the service life of the battery  
 could more than 5000 hours.
3.  Variable shade (DIN) control from DIN9 to DIN13 is available while turning the shade knob (shade variable).
4.  The product is in full conformity with related DIN, ISO, EN379 safety standards and ANSI Z87.1-2003 standards.
5.  The ultra high performance of UV/IR Auto-Darkening filters provide full protection for the user’s eye & face against UV/IR radiation  
 during the entire welding process, even in the light state. The UV/IR protection level is up to Shade13 (DIN) at all times. It makes  
 welders feel comfortable in welding working.
6.  Large window dimension for easier panoramic view.

III. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

CODE PW65F
Viewing Area(mm) 91x42
Cartridge Size (mm) 110×90×9
Light State DIN.4
Dark State Variable Shade DIN.9-13
Dark to Light (s) 0.3~0.4s
Response Time 1/25000s
Shade Control External Variable
Sensitivity Control Low - High Adjustable (Step-less)
Power on/off Fully Automatic
Power supply Solar Cell & Lithium Battery
UV/IR Protection DIN13
Arc Sensor 2
Low Amperage TIG 10amp
Low Volume Alarm NO
ADF Self-check NO
Operating Tep. -50C ~ + 55 0C
Storing Temp. -20 0C~+70 0C
Weight (g) 500
Measurement (mm) 330×230×230

Application range MIG; MAG/CO2; SMAW; Air Carbon Cutting; TIG ; PLASMA Arc Welding/Cutting/polish/
also suitable for 5A low current

IV. OPERATING INSTRUCTION
1.0 PREPARE WELDING
1.1  Please check whether the inside and outside protective film of the lens has been removed.
1.2  In case of long-term non-use, please make sure the battery has power before using.
1.3  In case of long term non-use, please check whether the display is working before using.
1.4  In case of long-term non-use, please check whether the solar cells and the inside/outside protective film of lenses have been  
 damaged, depressed, or blocked by dust. Pay particular attention to whether the sensors have been blocked by dust. In order to  
 ensure the normal using process, please wipe the dust off before welding.
1.5  Inspect all operating parts before using to make sure that they are not damaged. Any scratched, cracked, or pitted parts should  
 be replaced immediately before using (spare parts available for outer lens PW66 - if other component are damaged, the complete  
 welding helmet PW65 needs to be replaced.
1.6  Check for optical properties and light sensitivity before each use.
1.7  Select the suitable shade number before using by turning of the shade knob and make sure that the shade number is the correct  
 setting.
1.8  Wear a mask and press the back button to adjust the tightness of the belt to suit your own head, wearer’s eyes should be  
 positioned in the central position of the viewing window.  
2.0  DARK SHADE NUMBER SELECTION
2.1  The shade number can be set manually between DIN 9-13. Select a shade number by turning the shade knob until the arrow  
 points to the required setting.
2.2  Use the shade knob to adjust the lens shade in the dark state. Select proper shade control setting based on your welding process.
3.0  ADJUST THE SENSITIVITY
 SENSITIVITY is selected according to welding process and environmental light, via the sensitivity knob.
3.1  Select minimum : Suitable for high amperage welding or welding in bright environmental light (e.g. There is disturbing light from  
 proximity with other welders).
3.2  Select maximum : Suitable for low amperage welding, using in poor light conditions (e.g. Pipe welding where part of the arc is  
 obscured from view) and where the welding arc becomes stable (eg.TIG welding).
3.3  Select medium : Suitable for most types of welding indoor and outdoor.

4. AFTER ABOVE SETTINGS, BEGIN AND CONTINUE YOUR WELDING WORK.

4.1 Shade Guidance per Field of application

Current 
intensity

(Ampere- A)

0.5 1 2.5 5 10 15 20 30 40 60 80 100 125 150 175 200 225 250 275 300 350 400 450 500

(Ampere- A) 9 10 11 12 13 14

SMAW 10 11 12 13 14

MIG on 
heavy 
metals

10 11 12 13 14

MIG on light 
metals

9 10 11 12 13 14

TIG, GTAW 10 11 12 13 14

MAG/CO2 10 11 12 13 14

SAW 11 12 13

PAC 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

COMMENTS:
The expression “heavy metals” includes steels, alloy steels, copper and its alloys, etc.
Immediately superior or inferior shade numbers can be used depending on the conditions of use;
The empty fields correspond to ranges of use that are not normally used for the corresponding application type.

V. MAINTENANCE
1.  Clean and disinfect the filter and protection plates by a lens tissue or a clean soft cloth with proper glass detergent. 
2.  Use neutral detergent to clean the welding shell and headband.
3.  Replace outer and inner protection plates periodically.
4.  Don’t immerse the lens in water or any other liquid. Never use abrasives, solventsor oil based cleaners.
5.  Don’t remove the auto-darkening filter from the helmet. Never try to open the auto-darkening filter.
6.  Obsolescence period: this item if corrected stored and maintained it shall have a shelf life of 3 years from manufacturing date.

VI. FAILURE RECOGNITION:
1 CHECK BEFORE USING THE AUTO DARKENING FILTER 
 If the ADF is working can be checked verifying, it’s darkening when exposed to intense light (direct sun or welding flash)

2 AUTO DARKENING FILTER DOES NOT DARKEN OR FLICKS
  Check the lens cover for dirt or spatter that might block the arc sensor.  
 If the sensors are dirty; clean them with a soft lint-free cloth.
 Check the sensitivity settings recommendations and increase the sensitivity is possible
 - Increasing lens delay 0.1-0.3 seconds may also reduce flickering
 Check batteries and make sure they are in good conditions and properly installed. 
 If the batteries terminals and the contact surface of the filter are dirty or oxidized, clean them.
 - Set helmet on WELD and/or proper shade from 5-13.

3 THE LENS STAYS DARK AFTER THE WELD ARC IS EXTINGUISHED OR THE LENS STAYS DARK WHEN NO ARC IS PRESENT
 Fine-tune the sensitivity settings in small increments. In extreme light conditions, it may be necessary to reduce the surrounding  
 light levels
  
4. POOR VISION 
 If the cover lens and the filter cartridge is dirty or damaged; clean the dirty components or replace them If damaged. 
  Make sure ambient light is not too low.
 Make sure the shade number is correct, adjust according.

5 IRREGULAR DARKENING
 Headband has been set unevenly, so the distance between 
 the eyes and the lens is different from the left to the right side
 – re-adjust properly.

VIII. PW65 BIZWELD PLUS WELDING HELMET  
: ASSEMBLY FIGURE
1.Welder Face Shield / Helmet ( code: PW65H)
2. Headgear
3. Headgear angle adjustment wheels
4. ADF (auto-darkening filter) Code PW65F
5. Outer protective lens (code: PW66)
6. Fixed plate
7. Headgear knob

ENAUTO DARKENING WELDING HELMET

MANUFACTURERS ADDRESS   
Portwest Limited, IDA Industrial Park, Westport, Co Mayo, F28 FY88

Name & Address of the Notified Body having issue EC certificate:
DIN CERTCO Gesellschaft fuer Konformitaetsbewertung mbH, 
Alboinstrasse 56, 12103 Berlin,  
Notified body number 0196




